
 

 

MEDIA RELEASE 
 
 
SOLAR IMPULSE READY TO RESUME FIRST ROUND-THE-WORLD SOLAR FLIGHT FROM HAWAII 

 
 
HAWAII, Kalaeloa, 14 April 2016 – Swiss pioneers Bertrand Piccard and André Borschberg are 
ready to resume their attempt to achieve the first ever Round-The-World Solar Flight with Solar 
Impulse 2 (Si2) – the first solar airplane capable of flying day and night without using a drop of 
fuel. After replacing overheated batteries and running maintenance flights, the team is now re-
entering “mission mode”, and as of tomorrow, will identify the first favorable window for Bertrand 
Piccard to fly toward North America, despite the current difficult weather conditions. The goal of 
this entire endeavor is to demonstrate how modern clean technologies can achieve the 
impossible.  
 
On 3 July 2015, Si2 landed in Hawaii after a record breaking flight of five days and nights (117 hours and 
52 minutes) and around 8’900km from Japan, accomplished by André Borschberg. During this flight, the 
airplane suffered battery damage due to overheating which led to an unforeseen pause in the adventure – 
it was going to take the team more time to replace the batteries than the remaining time left before the end 
of the season with long enough days, and short enough nights, to continue the Round-The-World Flight.  
 
“As we experienced many times with Solar Impulse, obstacles often turn out to be opportunities for 
improvement,” explained André Borschberg, CEO and Co-Founder. “Ultimately, this time was used to 
recreate the strong mindset within the team to continue our adventure. It takes sometimes more time to 
build up the right spirit then to develop new technologies.” 
 
Solar Impulse was fortunate to find a shelter to protect the airplane during the winter on Kalaeloa airport, 
thanks to the University of Hawaii, the Honolulu Community College and the Department of 
Transportation, and received valuable support from many people and institutions, such as the Governor of 
Hawaii, the authorities of Kalaeloa and Honolulu airports, and the Swiss Consulate.  
 
Between late February and mid-April 2016, Si2 accomplished a total of 13 flights. Maintenance flights, 
carried out by Solar Impulse’s test pilot, confirmed the good performance of the aircraft and proper 
functioning of the newly integrated cooling system, installed to safeguard the batteries from temperature-
related glitches. They were followed by a series of training flights completed by both pilots: André 
Borschberg and Bertrand Piccard, including a high altitude flight, in order to prepare for the remainder of 
the Pacific crossing (watch the video here).   
 
“An airplane with perpetual flight endurance, without fuel, like the Solar Impulse is not only a first in the 
history of aviation, but also in the history of energy,” emphasized Bertrand Piccard, Initiator and Chairman 
of the project. “The primary purpose of this adventure is to demonstrate that modern clean technologies 
can achieve the impossible and encourage everyone to use these same energy efficient solutions on the 
ground in their daily lives for mobility, construction, lighting, heating, cooling and more.”  
 
When the weather is right, Si2 will resume its Round-The-World Solar Flight and take off for North 
America with Bertrand Piccard at the controls. The team is examining four potential destinations: Phoenix, 
the San Francisco area, Los Angeles and Vancouver. Based on the learnings of 2015, the decision was 
made to expand the range of potential destinations to leave a maximum flexibility for route planning.  

https://youtu.be/1whrVdXBUK0


 

The final landing place will be chosen a couple of days before departure depending on the weather 
conditions. The mission will then continue onward to New York, Europe or North Africa and Abu Dhabi 
where it all started. 
 
To be informed when the departure date is confirmed, subscribe here. 
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For more information:  
 
Solar Impulse Press Team       
press@solarimpulse.com   
+41 (0)58 219 24 60  
 
Media Backgrounder available here 
 
Quick access for pictures: www.flickr.com/photos/solarimpulse 
       
Solar Impulse Press Corner (for latest news, HD photos and videos, etc.)  
press.solarimpulse.com       
Login: Solar Impulse 2 
Password: zerofuelairplane 
 

 

 

About Solar Impulse 

Swiss pioneers Bertrand Piccard – Initiator and Chairman – and André Borschberg – CEO and Co-
Founder – are the pilots and driving force behind Solar Impulse, the first airplane able to fly day and night 
without a drop of fuel – propelled solely by the sun’s energy. Supported by Main Partners Solvay, Omega, 
Schindler, ABB, and Official Partners Google, Altran, Covestro, Swiss Re Corporate Solutions, Swisscom 
and Moët Hennessy, they are attempting the first Round-The-World Solar Flight with Solar Impulse 2 (Si2) 
– demonstrating that clean technologies can achieve the impossible.  
 
Si2 is a concentration of clean technologies – a genuine flying laboratory. It is a single-seater aircraft 
made of carbon fiber that has a 72m / 236ft wingspan (larger than a Boeing 747) for a weight of 2300kg / 
5100lb (the equivalent of an empty family car).  The 17,248 solar cells built into the wing power the four 
batteries (38.5kWh per battery) that in turn power the four electric engines (13.5kW / 17.5hp each) and the 
propellers with renewable energy. The plane is therefore capable of saving a maximum amount of energy 
during the day and flying throughout the night on batteries. Si2 requires zero fuel and has virtually 
unlimited autonomy: theoretically, Si2 could fly forever and is only limited by the pilot’s sustainability.   
 
 
 
 
Connect with Solar Impulse: solarimpulse.com 
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Connect with Bertrand Piccard – Initiator, Chairman and pilot: bertrandpiccard.com 
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Connect with André Borschberg – CEO, Co-Founder and pilot: andreborschberg.com  
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